The Third “Resettlement”

On Sunday, 27th September, the second day of Sukkos, each person was given half a kilogram of bread with soup. One could have thought that all was well and nothing more would happen. For serious and logically-thinking people, it was a tragic image to see how the Jews, who were starving to death, took the food. Some of these Jews later accepted death with indifference, in order to bring their long-lasting hunger and pain to an end.

On the following day - 28th September, the first day of Chol Ha’Moed Sukkos - the third deportation took place. It encompassed the following streets: Nadrzeczna, Garncarska, Targowa, Prosta (Mirowska), a part of the Old Market and Narutowicza, on the side of the church.

All the cruelties of the previous deportations were repeated once again.

1 [TN: Weekdays of the festival, which come between the holidays at the beginning and end of Sukkos and Peisach.]